Combinatorial Library Based on Restriction Enzyme-mediated Modular Assembly.
Combinatorial approaches in directed evolution were proven to be more efficient for exploring sequence space and innovating function of protein. Here, we presented the modular assembly of secondary structures (MASS) for constructing a combinatorial library. In this approach, secondary structure elements were extracted from natural existing protein. The common linkers were flanking secondary structure elements, and then secondary structure elements were digested by Hinf I restriction endonuclease that was used in the construction of combinatorial library for the first time. The digested DNA fragments were randomly ligated in the sense orientation, then in sequence to be amplified by PCR and transformation. This approach showed that different DNA fragments without homologous sequences could be randomly assembled to create significant sequence space. With the structure analysis of recombinants, it would be beneficial to the rational design, even to the design of protein de novo, and to evolve any genetic part or circuit.